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The WA Blue Sky logo should be reproduced in full color
whenever possible. The current iteration of this logo does
not allow for a fully reversed colour version, thus white is
the most effective background on which to reproduce the
color logo.
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“

What’s
most
important
is that
supports
are tailored
to each
individual
to live their
best life

4
4

Our Story
WA Blue Sky was started in 1992
by a group of families believing
in a better future for their family
members with disability, to offer
a range of home, community and
skills development supports.
What we believe defines the way
we work- there is no ‘one size fits
all’ to disability support.
“Your goals, your way”…together
with the people we support, WA
Blue Sky creates solutions and
services that suits individual
situations, abilities and goals for a
better future.

Our Principals
We celebrate

individuality…
because good
outcomes rely on
different opinions,
knowledge and
experience that
the people we
support, their
family members
and our staff bring
to our shared
goals.

We respect
choices…
and listen
to those we
support, being
honest and
respectful in
planning and
delivering
services
together.

We focus

on outcomes…
with a cando attitude to
supporting people
achieve life
changes that are
important to them
at different times
of their life.

We strive

for improvement…
learning from
feedback and
looking for better
ways to support
people with
disability live the
life they want.
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From the President
and CEO
Over 25 years ago a group of passionate
and committed parents wanted to
create something better for their family
members with disability- a small service
where relationships matter, people are
heard and supports are customised on a
person by person basis. At WA Blue Sky
we believe there’s no “one size fits all” and
everyone we support has unique abilities
and requirements.
Through 2017/18, we’ve held fast to these
values despite the changing environment
in which we offer services.
For the disability sector, dealing with
change appears to be a consistent
theme in recent years, and last year
was particularly challenging when the
decision to operate a State managed
NDIS in Western Australia was reversed
within a few months, and new plans
for a Commonwealth run NDIS were
announced.
Although we finally know which NDIS
system will apply in WA, we continue to
contend with the problems of managing
services under different funding bodies as
the Scheme gradually phases in across
all our services. The NDIS brings significant
pressure on us to become more cost
efficient without compromising on quality
on services, and we have continued to
work with our peak body to advocate for a
practical approach to funding which does
not impact negatively on the people we
support. The move to payment in arrears
and new pricing caps means we will need
6

new processes & IT systems to accurately
control the support schedules, billing and
reporting required in the more complex
transactional environment of NDIS.
2017/18 saw a change in the leadership at
WA Blue Sky, with Executive Officer Tracy
McNichol moving on after more than five
years of dedicated service. Tracy was
responsible for introducing a number
of new initiatives into the organisation
to pave the way for its NDIS readiness,
leaving a legacy of a team that focuses
on putting the person first. In April 2018
we welcomed Frances Buchanan into the
role of CEO. Frances brings a balance of
commercial acumen with an outstanding
knowledge in the current disability
sector environment to ensure WA Blue
Sky continues to positively impact
people’s lives. At the Board level, we are
delighted to have welcomed three new,
highly committed, credentialed, capable
people to join us on our journey. Andrew
Steers, Kim Knott and Ben Hawthorn have
already made strong contributions to our
organisation.
Our staff and Board have worked hard
over the last year to ensure we have a
sustainable organisation where service
users and their families are at the
forefront of our decision-making. The
value of being small organisation has
meant that the people we support have
a guiding role in our strategic decisions.
As the NDIS is implemented into new
areas across Perth, we continue work

“With teamwork,
partnership and
collaboration,
wonderful things
can be achieved”
Dena Zarif
- President
beside the people we support and their
families to codesign their services with
them, and ensure their say on what these
should look like.
Despite the significant changes through
the year in the way disability services
are to operate, our focus on quality and
customer experience has remained
resolute. This year’s survey told us that
100% of the people we support feel that
they are heard about how we support
individual needs and preferences. We are
delighted to have achieved this service
outcome, as WA Blue Sky staff and Board
members recognise the critical human
right for people with disability to make
choices as to how services and supports
are provided. We were also pleased to
obtain a sterling report of our Policy and
Procedure Audit from the Department of
Communities Quality Evaluation Branch, in
which the organisation was commended
for our consistent application of the
Disability Services Standards, which shows
that our strategic focus on quality has
seen results.

Over the next year, WA Blue Sky will be
working through a number of important
challenges in an increasingly complex
operating environment as the NDIS
impacts more of the people we support.
We will build on our strengths and the
reputational legacy of over 25 years, and
progress our NDIS preparedness journey
to remain robust and sustainable by
adopting new ways of working, engaging
with people we support, and reporting on
the outcomes we achieve.

PREFFER

However, there is a big year ahead
and one which requires us to strive for
excellence in everything we do. WA Blue
Sky, with the rest of the disability services
sector, is helping to create long-term
change in which people with disability
have the same options, the same right
to participate and the same control over
their day-to-day life as any other person.

We thank our hardworking Board and
Leadership Team as they have continued
to guide our organisation forward, and
our dedicated staff who face every day
with unwavering enthusiasm and energy.
We look forward to 2018/19 and another
amazing year.
Dena Zarif & Frances Buchanan
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Governance

Board of Management
As the governing body of WA Blue Sky, our Board
provides strategic direction for the organisation
through establishing overarching goals for
management to work towards, monitoring that
our activities reflect our Vison and Purpose, and
ensuring prudential use of our resources in the most
appropriate way for those we support. The Board
is also responsible for fulfilling our legal, ethical
and functional responsibilities through adequate
governance policy development.
This dedicated group of volunteers give generously of
their time, each bringing their unique expertise from
their own professional backgrounds including finance
and risk management, human resources and social
impact.
8

Our Board members:
Dena Zarif, President
Rob Wilton, Deputy President
Andrew Steers, Treasurer
(absent from photo)
Garry Gillam
John Richards
Kim Knott
Ben Hawthorn
Craig Bishop
(absent from photo)

PREFFE
Finance Subcommittee
This subcommittee ensures there are
robust budgeting processes in place
and monitors our financial position
and performance of the organisation
in making prudential use of resources.
The subcommittee also has a role in
assisting the Board in the organisation’s
governance and exercising due care,
diligence and skill in reporting financial
information.tion.
Risk and Compliance Subcommittee

ACCEPT

WA Blue Sky takes a proactive approach
to identify and mitigate risk so that we
have a consistent quality of services and
a safe work environment.
Advice and assistance to the Board
of Management is provided by this
Subcommittee regarding risk treatment
and mitigation, which makes certain WA
Blue Sky complies with laws, regulations,
standards and best practice guide.lines.
Leadership Team
Frances Buchanan, Chief Executive Officer
Minji Kim, Manager - Business Services
Lauren O’Connor, Manager - Operations
and Development
Emily Dempster, Service Coordination
Lisa Eastwood, Service Coordination
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“WA Blue Sky is
committed to
assisting the people
we support and their
families achieve a
successful transition
to the NDIS.”

NDIS
Update
This time last year, an Agreement
between the State and Commonwealth
Governments to deliver a Western
Australian managed NDIS was over six
months old, and a number of WA Blue
Sky service users had commenced their
WA NDIS plans. Prior to this people with
disability, their families and disability
services like WA Blue Sky had experienced
several years of two versions of the NDIS
operating in various locations in WA
since July 2014: the WA NDIS run by the
State Government and the federally run
NDIS, managed by the National Disability
Insurance Agency (NDIA).
In December of 2017, this Agreement was
replaced by one negotiated by a newly
elected State Government stipulating that
WA will join the federally administered
NDIS and the NDIA would take control of
the WA-based system from 1 July 2018.
It is intended that any previous WA NDIS
participants will transfer to the national
system by the end of 2018 and that the
10

Scheme will be introduced in stages on a
geographic basis to other people, to be
fully rolled out across Western Australia
by July 2020.
Forty percent of the cost of the Scheme
will be funded by the Commonwealth,
and sixty percent by the State up until
2020, by which time Western Australia will
have invested more than $1.8 billion in the
NDIS- the most profound social reform
since Medicare. From 2020-2023 the cost
will be split down the middle.
It is stipulated that people with disability
will not be disadvantaged or adversely
effected by the change and the
implementation of the Scheme. WA Blue
Sky is committed to assisting the people
we support and their families achieve a
successful transition to the NDIS. Through
the year, we’ve been supporting people
through their NDIS planning phase to
think about their personal goals and the
supports they require to attain these.
Over the next two years, we’ll continue
to assist our service users collect and
document all the supports they are
currently receiving (including personal
care, community access, transport and
independent living requirements) so they
can share this information with the NDIA
Planner, and we will accompany people
to their NDIA planning meeting if they wish
us to.
WA Blue Sky remains committed to
ensuring that we continuously provide
quality supports, and that we develop
efficient business practices that
guarantee service continuity as disability
funding changes to the federally run
Scheme.

How we work

PREFFE

Our services are guided by our Leadership team and supported by our Administration
staff. Our human resources and training, financial management, property and transport
management, information technology and quality assurance activities all assist to
make our services run smoothly.

Housing

Tenancy
Support

Transition
Planning

ACCEPT

Leadership
and Strategy
In home
support

Community
& Recreation

Life Skills
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Making a difference
Having a place to call home is an important part of life, and since its inception WA Blue
Sky has been about making sure the people we support feel safe and are supported in
the way they want to live. Our flexible range of Supported Independent Living options
has provided choices and control in the ways people to live and are part of their local
communities.

e to the
At 27, Sarah and her family cam
to move
decision that it was time for her
rt her journey
out of the family home and sta
IS Individual
to living independently. Her ND
search for a
Plan meant she could begin a
considered
new home. She and her family
k of a home
their options, and liked the loo
ah knew it was
supported by WA Blue Sky. Sar
she understood
a big decision so made sure
ving into her
the costs and the steps of mo
own place.
good match
Sarah’s choice proved to be a
n, quality
for her needs in terms of locatio
. With
and safety of accommodation
ponsibility
opportunities to have more res
Blue Sky,
in her life and support from WA
e - paying
Sarah is managing her incom
t towards a
bills, opening a savings accoun
nding choices.
holiday and making daily spe
to become
She’s enjoying the opportunity
paring meals,
increasingly independent- pre
up new
sharing the housework, taking
nds.
interests and making new frie
es to chat
A new confident Sarah now lov
, and is
about her plans for the future
ndence gained
building further on the indepe
from her first move.

Looking forward into the next year, our
home support teams will be:
•
•
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Continuing to upskill our staff to
make sure our support is person
focused and of high quality
Maintaining our properties to be
comfortable and contemporary
home units

Over

80,000
HOURS

of services and
support to achieve
personal goals

Supporting
goals
achievement:

100%
of our
service
users
have

completed Person
Centred Plans

50%

Employment/
Study

100%

100%

75%

82%

88%

100%

Skills
development

Community
belonging

Home making

Maintaining
connections

Health/Fitness/
Mobility

Communication
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“Amy is a wonderful
example of how our
practical programs
give people reallife experiences and
encourages
new skills.

means for her
Amy’s love of animals was a
sibility and
to develop a sense of respon
chose to
confidence in her abilities- she
e learning
purchase a bird and spend tim
Blue Sky staff
about good pet care. With WA
picture book
and volunteers, she created a
ensure Harry
with all the steps to enable her
and safe pet.
the budgie is a happy, healthy
now cares
With practice and support, she
nce, and has
for her bird without any assista
semate how to
taught her new friend and hou
do the same in her absence.
the gardening
A further goal was to master
n vegetables.
skills necessary to grow her ow
earched the
With her support team, Amy res
microclimate
right vegetables for the soil and
to clear and
of her home, and learnt how
sistence to
mulch her garden beds. Her per
diligence
make her garden produce and
care has
in daily watering, weeding and
es, corn, lettuce,
yielded fine crops of tomato
strawberries and carrots.
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WA Blue Sky’s Life Skills supports are
about increasing skills that underpin
self-confidence and independence.
We work closely with our services
users and their support networks to
identify individual objectives and
achieve personal milestones.

What service users tell us
We always
support choice

93%

We always
listen to you

93%

We always
respect privacy

93%

Hours of
support
delivered

184,201

47,197

kilometres of
supported travel

We maintain
confidentially

100%

We continually
look for ways
to do better

93%

Tenancy
Support

988

hours

96%

of the people we support
have chosen to stay using
our services this year
WA BLUE SKY ANNUAL REPORT 2017-2018
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ris, one of our
This year was a big one for Ch
members.
first service users and founding
years old,
After working since he was 17
lly hang
his goal for this year was to fina
birthday.
up his work boots on his 60th
to a hectic
He knew, being accustomed
going
weekly schedule, that it was not
isting with
to be an easy change. In ass
ng, WA Blue
transition to retirement planni
lly reduce his
Sky supported Chris to gradua
exploration
workdays, and embark on an
Part of this
of new interests and hobbies.
y with his
involved a technology journe
ile wheelchair
team of supports- a more ag
tablet with
with adapted controls and new
his home
controls for TV, Netflix, Radio and
tech skills to
environment. He also honed his
e to catch up
be able to use his new free tim
h Facebook,
with family and friends throug
ging- as well
Video Chat and instant messa
schedules…
as checking the local football
happy retirement Chris!
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Making a significant life change
can feel daunting, be it moving
from the family home, leaving
school, coming into the NDIS or
retiring from the workforce.
WA Blue Sky assists with planning
and support at these points in life
when a bit of extra help is useful, so
that life transitions can be times of
achievement rather than stress.
We make sure that we provide
strong support for our service users
and their families as they transition
into the NDIS, thinking about their
goals and aspirations and making
sure their Plans accurately include
the supports they need for these.

At WA Blue Sky, we can play an important role in supporting people to realise and
develop their capacity for self-determination. We encourage confidence, create
opportunities for decision making and stay alert to potential conflicts of interest.
We recognise situations which might require the involvement of independent advocacy
organisations and assist people with disability and their families connect with these.

nity program
On being informed the commu
let for his writing,
which provided a creative out
ies was to be
painting and wood work activit
John was not
reduced to one day per week,
changing NDIS
impressed. He understood the
re-assessment of
funding environment and the
needs which had
his increased health support
gram, and initially felt
reduced his access to the pro
other things to fill his
he had little choice but to find
time.

being home most
John tried for a while to enjoy
pping precinct to
days or pop into the local sho
he lacked purpose
“beat the boredom” but found
port staff researched
and challenge. He and his sup
he might approach to
his rights and looked at who
g nerve, John took
advocate for himself. Not lackin
the WA Minster for
a chance in writing directly to
h his Team Leader
Disability Services. Together wit
g the change in
John crafted the letter queryin
ge of the NDIS and
funding policy at that early sta
the impact it would
drew the Minister’s attention to
Scheme.
have on people outside of the
that several weeks
His self-advocacy paid off in
been forwarded
later, he learnt that his letter had
ose office
on to the Minister for Health, wh
was offered part-time
responded positively and he
gram. John confirms
re-entry to the community pro
from his WA Blue Sky
that without encouragement
d to ‘make a fuss’ –
team, he wouldn’t have wante
key to make people
he says empowerment is the
their disability.
effect positive changes despite
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Our 2017 Quality Evaluation
noted that WA Blue Sky

“

PREFFERRED

Uses personcentred
approaches
including
the active
involvement
of people with
disability,
families, friends,
carers and
advocates to
review policies,
practices,
procedures and
service provision.
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Our people
WA Blue Sky values our people and we recognise that we wouldn’t be the organisation
we are today without them. We aim to increase customer satisfaction by attracting
and retaining the right staff and ensuring staff development meets customer and
organisational needs. Aligning with our person-centred approach, our staff work
alongside the people they support to develop fun, flexible and personalised services.
These tailored plans give people choice and control and the chance to achieve
personal goals their way.

Staff spotlight
“I don’t go the ‘extra mile’ in the things
I do, to seek acknowledgement. I get a
sense of fulfilment, walking away with
a feeling of accomplishment, in being
able to support to the best of my ability.
Being a mother & carer of my son, I
can empathise with our service users
& their family members, even though
all our journeys are different, the care &
respect we have for one another, can
only make all our lives better.”
-Jenny Adams, Support Worker

“I’d like to thank WA Blue Sky for a
very fulfilling eleven years with an
organisation which is approachable
and genuinely interested in the care
and wellbeing of its clients and its staff.”
- Kieran O’Hara, retired at 11 years
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71%

15%
14%

“

Our staff
don’t
work for
recognition,
but do work
worthy of
recognition

permanent
employment
casual
employment
volunteers

68%
female

32%
male

70%

employees have
been with us for

over 5 years

8%

only 8% of our
people have left to
find work elsewhere

WA BLUE SKY ANNUAL REPORT 2017-2018
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We know that the quality of our services
is directly impacted by the values and
dedication of our staff, and the training they
receive and we’re committed to investing in
our people.
WA Blue Sky continues to ensure our staff
have the skills required to offer quality
supports by investing in regular training
and career development opportunities. Our
training strengthens current skills, reinforces
person centred approaches and supports
the idea of what it is to work as a team.

PREFFERRED

This year, we have provided a wide range of
training opportunities, particularly as regards:
•

Health, safety and wellbeing of the
people we support

•

Employee safety, resilience and well
being

•

Positive Behavioural Support

•

Quality and Safeguarding

In 2018-19 we’ll focus on some key areas
where we want to keep improving:
•

Communication – so that all our
employees have easy access to the
information needed to do their jobs

•

Employee development – to support
our staff be the best they can

•

Leadership - to ensure good decision
making, strong accountability and to
assist our staff achieve their best

We’ll also focus on our workforce planning,
talent management and recruitment to
make sure we can provide the best possible
services as the NDIS brings increased
opportunity for people with disability and
their families.
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Volunteers
Our services are supported by
volunteers who give freely of their
time and energy, helping to make a
difference. We express our heartfelt
thanks for the commitment, skills,
experience and enthusiasm they bring
to WA Blue Sky.
Student Placements
WA Blue Sky recognises the importance
of training new professionals for the
disability services sector and invests
in our future workforce through student
work placements which provide a
unique opportunity to apply tertiary
learning in real life situations, while
supervised by experienced staff.
We believe this assists towards a
constant pool of ably skilled workers in
our sector and the people we support
will have enhanced access to the latest
research, learnings and practices.
Health and Safety
Everyone has the right to leave the
workplace as fit and healthy as they
arrived – which is why WA Blue Sky
places the highest importance on
maintaining a safe environment for
all. Our employees all work towards
ensuring a safe environment, free
from workplace illness and injury by
identifying and managing risks to
achieve greater protection for people,
communities and assets.
Our strong commitment to effective
management of workplace risk means
that we have had no WorkCover claims
through the year – an outstanding
achievement in this sector.

PREFFE

72%

of students
apply to
work with us
after their
placement

ACCEPT

over

60%

are offered
a job

0

Workcover
Claims
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Our Resources
What we earned

How we spent

Disability support
EARNED
Fee for service
EARNED
Rental Income
Transportation contribution
Other

Disability support services
SPENT
Tenant utilities and expenses
SPENT
Repairs & maintenance
Vehicle transport services
Other operational

Increase in
maintenance works/
month from last year

In 2017-18 WA Blue Sky
acted as landlord for

42%

Maintenance Profile
Low

Medium

Transport

Kilometres provided

24

High

47,197

13

homes

Treasurers Report
At a glance

Net
Assets

$2.35m

Disability
Support
Income

$3.73m

Net
Surplus

$221k

Financial Performance
For the year ending 30 June 2018, WA
Blue Sky achieved a total net surplus
of $221,207, a decrease on the previous
year. The majority of our revenue is from
our support services to the individuals
with disability with income from the
Department of Communities remaining
relatively steady at $3,590,123. We now
support participants of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) as
well as others, whose are funded for
services through the State Insurance
Commission of Western Australia (ICWA).
Whilst, we have yet to observe any decline
in our support services income, we will
continue to remain cautious in our finance

management as the NDIS will only be
fully rolled out in Western Australia by
the July 2020, and we are uncertain as
to the full impact of the new fixed pricing
framework.
Our biggest challenges remain in
maintaining a sustainable workforce mix
optimisation to ensure consistently high
quality services to the people we support
whilst remaining concern financially
robust. In this financial year, we have
seen an increase in our overall expenses
by 9.2% from prior year, being primarily
a result of base salary increases from
the FairWork Minimum Wages Review
and National Equal Remuneration
WA BLUE SKY ANNUAL REPORT 2017-2018
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“We continue
to invest in the
development of our
people to ensure
appropriate levels of
knowledge...”

Order. In addition, we continue to invest
in the development of our people to
ensure appropriate levels of knowledge
to support quality service delivery and
compliance with legislation, such as
Occupational Safety and Health. Our
housing related costs are also on
an inclining trend due to increasing
maintenance costs and utilities expenses.
Financial Position
WA Blue Sky’s cash position remains
positive, albeit we have seen a decrease
from last year’s position. This trend will
likely to continue over the next years
as we move towards support income
receipts in arrears with NDIS, and away
from the State quarterly payment in
advance which have been paid since
WA Blue Sky’s inception. Our investment,
mainly term deposits, has increased by
3.3% from prior year. Non-current assets
has decreased by 26% from last year in
line with our depreciation policy.
Our current liabilities balance has
decreased significantly by 10% from
prior year mainly due to reduction in
State paid income in advance and
corresponding reduction in Goods and
Services Tax liability (GST). We have also
seen a decrease in our payables as a
result of improvements in timely resource
allocation and payment process. Overall
26

employee related provisions, annual leave
and long service leave, have remained
relatively consistent as a result of some
turnover and proactive management of
staff leave entitlements accrued over the
years.
Our net asset position remains positive,
and has increased to $2,346,670. This
is a reflection on our past financial
performance and a reflection on the
team’s effort in creating a culture of
continuous improvement in how we
deliver and manage our services to the
people we care and support.
I would like to thank my Board colleagues,
particularly those on the Board Finance
and Audit Committee, for giving of
their time, skills and experience. I thank
Minji Kim and the team for their role
in our financial management – their
commitment and dedication to this
organisation in 2017 is reflected in all
our successes. I commend the financial
statements and auditor’s opinion and I
look forward to further achievements to
come.
Andrew Steers
Treasurer

Dena Zarif
- President

“Back in early 90’s there were limited places where people with disability could go
when the time came that families could no longer manage to have them at home.
These options were organisation was grossly overcrowded, so several families decided
to form a group, the object of which was to provide a better outcome for our family
members with disability.
During this meeting, which was held on a beautiful sunny day, one of our group looked
skywards and said let’s call it Blue Sky and hence the name we have today, and the
object was to create our own organisation and not be a number in a long, long waiting
list.
It was not an easy task to start this Organisation from scratch, we needed, Mission
Statements, Policies, Strategic Plans, Constitutions, Policies, funding, housing and other
assets etc.
Our first service was the development of three individual housing units, in which
all involved were included in the design - these became a showpiece for disability
services. Basically that was the very beginning of Blue Sky and from there we went on to
welcome many new members and service users, and offer different service types and
locations.
What started as a dream for a small number of parents has gone on to become the
organisation we know today and we all hope with NDIS in place Blue Sky will continue to
grow and provide a happy and loving environment for all those in need.”
Laurie and Des Corboy, Founding Members

WA BLUE SKY ANNUAL REPORT 2017-2018
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